Signode Industrial Group Announces Participation in Industrial Pack 2019
Signode Industrial Group makes the bulk transportation of goods possible through their
development and distribution of protective packaging products.
Glenview, Ill., USA, March 18, 2019 — Signode Industrial Group, a leading manufacturer of
products that optimize end-of-line packaging operations and protect products in transit will be
exhibiting at Industrial Pack 2019. This two-day event will be held from March 27-28, 2019 at
the Cobb Galleria Centre in Atlanta, Georgia. Industrial Pack, the only dedicated event in North
America for the industrial, transit, reusable and protective packaging industry, will bring together
buyers and suppliers to address the operational building blocks within the global packaging
supply chain. The event is free to attend.
“Since its inception, SIG has been dedicated to innovation. Participating in events like Industrial
Pack 2019 helps us identify the challenges within the industry as well as foster relationships and
collaborate with key players that inspire our innovation,” said Mike Stein, Director of Global
Marketing & Innovation at Signode Industrial Group.
“The team from Signode Industrial Group looks forward to sharing our innovative products with
visitors to Industrial Pack 2019. We also appreciate the opportunity to share an example of our
AIST packaging lab process with the industry. It is important that customers who rely on end of
line packaging solutions to protect their goods in transit learn about how these solutions can be
optimized and tailored to their specific requirements. The Pack Testing Live area provided by
Industrial Pack offers a unique opportunity to demonstrate the value of testing in the selection of
packaging salutations.”

As the Transit Packaging Division of Crown Holdings, Signode is comprised of a portfolio of
well-known packaging brands where a commitment to innovation and meeting customer needs
has resulted in a comprehensive line of protective packaging products that protect goods
throughout the distribution cycle.
The following brands will be on display in Booth #521 at Industrial Pack:
Angleboard – Corner protection
Down River – Load securement solutions
GaleWrap – Oriented stretch film
LOCK N’ POP – Organic adhesive designed to “lock” products in place
Multi-Wall – Custom-designed protective packaging
Plastic Packaging – Plastic sheet packaging dividers
Reddi-Pac – Laminated paperboard packaging products
Shippers Products – Dunnage airbags
Signode – BXT3 Battery-powered handheld strapping tool
Representatives from each product line will be on hand to provide information on their portfolio
as well as answer any questions visitors may have. In addition to products on display, SIG will
also participate in Pack Testing Live. This unique event within an event allows suppliers to put
their products through simulation and non-simulation performance tests to demonstrate their
effectiveness. This year, Signode will feature its International Safe Transit Association (ISTA)
certified rough handling test. As an integral part of their ADR Packaging Laboratory, it

duplicates the actual conditions products experience during the shipping and handling process.
See the Pack Testing Live schedule for Signode’s assigned time.

